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Michael Feinstein is a Geological Scientist and Consultant with more          
than 11 years of experience leading geological analysis efforts for          
customers in the US, Mexico, and Canada. He excels at identifying           
profitable business opportunities for landowners and potential       
investors, conducting extensive field and laboratory investigations       
into target geological features to determine the presence of valuable          
minerals. 
 
As the founder, owner, and operator of Mineoro Explorations,         
Michael has managed exploratory evaluations throughout more than 33 properties, completing geological            
analysis efforts for international customers. During an exploration project in Alaska, Michael identified a              
minable multi-ounce-per-ton orogenic gold vein that is now under private exploitation at 30 tons per day. A                 
mineral exploration initiative he led in Arizona produced the sale of significant precious metal findings within                
one year of completing the exploration. His efforts also enabled investors to start up mining operations valued                 
at $20 million, and he contributed to the promotion of more than $4 million in land sales of investment                   
properties. 
 
In addition to years of experience leading successful projects, Mike’s passion for geology has fostered strong                
working relationships with fellow prospectors and he has developed an extensive network of properties in               
Mexico. Fluent in English and Spanish, he is able to personally engage native populations and establish                
realistic community expectations. “Discoveries are made in the field” and “Whoever sees the most rock wins”                
are some favorite quotes. 
 
Michael holds a PhD from UTEP and is a registered CPG with the AIPG. 
 

 
"What if the Baja Had Never Left? A New Perspective on Trend Analysis in 

Western Mexico" 
 
Without the rapid rupture and rifting of the Gulf of California, the dramatic landscapes of western Mexico would                  
be vastly different. The lush coastal plain, fed by rivers that drain steep barrancas, would not exist. These                  
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barrancas first led explorers to the rich veins of the Sierra Madre more than 400 years ago. We still work these                     
barrancas, with their highly-variable, often-discontinuous, and rarely pronounced volcanic stratigraphy. 
 
The story is accretion and subduction for 180 Ma along the Pacific Plate margin with North America and the                   
Mexican Sub-Craton is accumulated. The western margin of the Farallon Plate begins to stall as the                
encroaching Pacific-Farallon Ridge is subducted at ~15 Mya. This transition from compression to             
oblique-divergent has been shown to initiate at approximately 12.5 Mya, which led to rupture (~10 Ma) and                 
sea-floor ridge formation by 6 Ma. Extension and Rifting on the order of 300-400km have occurred in                 
response to this dynamic Plate Tectonic environment.  
 
Mineralization, Alteration, Structural Features, and most importantly Grade are the identifying characteristics of             
any mineral deposit. During exploration campaigns it is important to keep in mind the local stress environment                 
at time of emplacement and how regionally mineralized corridors have translated. There are many examples               
where structural re-interpretation has resulted in significant discovery. With ingenuity and new perspective             
there are many more discoveries to be made.  
 
We will take a trip on El Chepe and review some projects along the flanks of the Sierra Madre Occidental. 
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